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There is always an unfortunate moment in the lives of nearly every person when, for a number of
possible reasons, we may be forced to literally separate ourselves from our loved ones or from a
particular one who is exceedingly close to us. On other occasions, for example, if the loved one was
called out to render military service in an active war zone, it would quite likely be entirely impossible
for both of you to communicate through regular mail of sending out text messages on cell phones.

On extremely rare occasions, and then only under exceptional circumstances, you may afforded the
privilege of receiving a phone call. Particularly, for reasons of security, as and when such a phone
call becomes permissible, it will intentionally last for the shortest possible duration. Other than
extremely poor sound quality, the phone call will further appear frighteningly coerced. Any
information you choose to exchange is officially termed classified and is not permissible on open
public telephone lines. Therefore, many answers or feedback that you are allowed to receive will
naturally be quite confusing, if not entirely erratic. Under the circumstances, you will obviously be
left with no choice except promptly making adept use of â€˜I miss you quotes and quotes about meâ€™.
These quotes are considered short and can serve to express your feelings when distressed.

Some popular â€˜I miss you quotes and quotes about meâ€™ include:

Sometimes, when one person is missing, the whole world seems depopulated. ~ Lamartine

Love is missing someone whenever you're apart, but somehow feeling warm inside because you're
close in heart. ~ Kay Knudsen

Can miles truly separate you from friends....If you want to be with someone you love, aren't you
already there? ~ Richard Bach

All days are nights to see till I see thee and nights bright days when dreams do show thee to me. ~
William Shakespeare, Sonnet XLIII.

Nowadays, finding one who is a perfect match for you has become quite an art. But what is even
more challenging, is the dire need to persistently persevere so that you can keep sustaining your
fruitful, healthy and binding relationship.
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Musafir - About Author:
Popularity of a i miss you quotes can be judged be looking at number of people who search for them
on Google, on a daily basis. a Quotes about me also serve to give you a much better idea about
how relationships are progressing for many people today. 
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